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ABSTRACT: This essay describes the current state of archival education in university-
based graduate programs. It concludes that archival education, properly so-called, is
still underdeveloped and that course work devoted to related but non-archival subjects
remains a disproportionately large part of these programs. Through an examination of
syllabi and other course materials, the essay also examines how some introductory
archives courses are taught.

If we think about where the education of archivists in the United States stood in the
1970s and compare that with where we are two decades later, we have to conclude that
much has changed for the better. At the time of the bicentennial of the American Revo-
lution, it was barely possible to speak at all about archival "education," though there
was plenty of training for a rising generation of archival practitioners. This training
consisted largely of directed experience in particular repositories, most of it focused on
processing collections of paper records and producing finding aids for them. The as-
sumption was that this kind of hands-on apprenticeship provided the surest foundation
for professional practice to those who had fallen into archival work on their way to or
from some other career. Such formal course work as there was tended to be post-ap-
pointment, that is, designed for people who were already working in archives but who
needed a better grounding for their day-to-day tasks. There were some well-estab-
lished short institutes, most notably the one offered twice a year by the National Ar-
chives, which proposed to give budding archivists the skills they needed in the span of
two very intensive weeks. There were also some specialized programs, including one
for college and university archivists offered at Case Western Reserve University. A
handful of university-based archival education courses was tied to particular collec-
tions (such as that at Wayne State University, for example), but these too consisted
mostly of practical instruction rather than a broadly-based education in the various
areas of archival knowledge. The goal was, as I have argued elsewhere, to train people
to act like archivists, rather than to educate them to think like archivists.!

Since then a lot has happened, and much of it has been positive. The profession
began to recognize a need for more formal education programs, and in 1978 the Soci-
ety of American Archivists (SAA) for the first time promulgated guidelines spelling
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out the subject matter that ought to be covered in pre-appointment archival course
work. These guidelines seem cursory by contemporary standards, and they were lim-
ited by a fear that archivists would never be able to wring very much attention specifi-
cally to archives out of the host departments, usually history or library science, in
which their courses were offered. Even so, the guidelines were a critical first step
toward articulating the content of archival knowledge. Concurrently, several universi-
ties undertook to offer new archives courses, and many of these tried more or less
deliberately to embody the SAA guidelines. Usually, these courses still had an exten-
sive practical component, and in many schools a practicum or internship course also
took shape. Sometimes there were enough courses and internships to permit the uni-
versity in question to offer some kind of certificate in archival studies-the SAA docu-
ment spoke of a "minor" in archives as a part of some other degree-which students
could presumably take into the job market as evidence of formal preparation. The
faculty for such courses was drawn for the most part from the local professional com-
munity surrounding the school in question, but by the early 1980s, possibly influenced
by developments in Canada, some observers in this country were beginning to think
that more might be done. As early as 1981, Frank Burke issued an explicit call for full-
time faculty, and in the next few years a core group of archival educators, whose only
job was to teach and conduct research about archives, emerged.2

As time went on, the signs remained hopeful. A second and significantly expanded
set of archival education guidelines was issued by SAA in 1988 after extensive consul-
tation. Though plans to establish a procedure for the accreditation of archival educa-
tion programs, based on the extent to which they measured up to the standards of these
guidelines, proved politically unachievable, many archival educators were able to use
them to promote the growth of their own programs. There were other signs of deepen-
ing professional commitment to education issues. In 1985, for example, the SAA es-
tablished a permanent staff position of education officer. Among many other duties,
that officer prepared and published an expanded archival education directory, listing
the archives-related courses that were available at universities around the country. A
roundtable of archival educators was organized to assemble at the SAA annual meet-
ing and, if its discussions were not always as substantive as they might have been,
there was at least a mechanism for the exchange of ideas about the whys and wherefores
of archival teaching. Discussions surrounding the controversial proposal to establish a
system of certification for individual archivists in 1987 helped articulate the core knowl-
edge areas of archival theory and practice: if, in order to be certified, archivists were to
be examined on the basis of whether they knew certain things, it was obviously impor-
tant to spell out in some detail just what those things were. By the time a third set of
education guidelines was issued in 1994, by now calling not for a "minor" but a full-
fledged Master of Archival Studies degree, the development of archival education had
made some very large strides indeed.'

Like most historical narratives of "progress," however, this one is at least partially
deceptive. Much of the progress has been more apparent than real. To begin with, the
appointment of full-time archival educators about a dozen of them-created new
problems even as it solved old ones. They were scattered around the country, isolated
in their own universities, and they all had other demands on their time. In addition to
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teaching courses about archives, those with appointments in history departments usu-
ally taught traditional history course work at the graduate and undergraduate levels,
and those in library schools taught other areas of the larger library and information
science curriculum. This was hardly a bad thing: it integrated archival educators into
the faculty and curriculum of their schools, thereby helping to protect them from the
budget-cutting impulses of administrators and, at least theoretically, allowing them to
cross disciplinary boundaries that might be too precisely drawn. Still, it also indicated
that "full-time" did not always mean "full-time." Only recently, with the appointment
of a second archival educator in some schools (the universities of Michigan and Pitts-
burgh, for instance), has this begun to change. More seriously, the hope that these
educators would, like the faculty in other disciplines, devote themselves to extensive
research and publication about archival science proved a particularly vain one. Be-
tween 1990 and 1996, for example, the American Archivist published 169 substantial
research articles and only 17 of them (ten percent) were contributed by full-time archi-
val teachers. In contrast to faculty members in most other academic fields, archival
educators proved to be singularly poor scholars of their own discipline. Plainly, educa-
tors have not, to borrow Frank Burke's now famous analogy, formed the corps of archi-
val "theologians" whose research, reflection, and writing complements the day-to-day
work of the archival "parish priests." 4

Education That Might Benefit an Archivist

The thinness of two decades of development in archival education is also evident
from what has and has not been happening with the curriculum. Despite the successive
refinement of statements about the subject matter to be covered in archival course
work, what is actually going on in archival classrooms around the country may be less
encouraging. Timothy Ericson was first to break the bad news on this score when, in
1990, he analyzed the courses that were actually being offered. He examined the 250
graduate level courses that had been reported to the SAA education directory and found
that almost one quarter of them (61) offered what he called "education that might
benefit an archivist rather than archival education," properly so-called. The curriculum
which ostensibly focused on archives was in fact full of courses about public history,
historic building preservation, and other related but nonetheless distinct subjects. Of
the 189 remaining courses, 29 were internships in which formal classwork was mini-
mal, and 35 were vaguely defined as independent studies and seminars. Half the bal-
ance were introductory courses, offering an overview of all archival activity in a single
semester or two, leaving just 59 courses to treat any specific aspect of archives theory
or practice, and more than half of those were concentrated in just two areas: document
preservation and records management. There were thus only 27 courses (about ten
percent of the optimistic total) to cover such central topics as appraisal, reference,
arrangement, description, and access. Ericson could find just six courses "on the North
American continent" that dealt specifically with archival automation or electronic
records, one course on legal issues for archivists, and one on reprography.5

In an effort to see whether the problems Ericson described have continued into the
present, I have revisited this territory by examining the most recent (1997 1998) SAA
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education directory.6 That volume lists 37 universities in the United States which offer
multi-course programs of pre-appointment archival education; taken together, these
programs offer 279 courses, slightly more than Ericson found. Many of the curriculum
problems he observed persist. Each of the 37 programs has an introductory course of
some kind. One program actually has two of them, apparently unrelated to one an-
other: one survey of archives is taught by a member of the university's history depart-
ment, the other by a faculty member in its library school. Internships and practica still
play a disproportionate role: there are 34 of these altogether. By contrast, only 12 of
our programs have any sort of advanced archival seminar. As academic courses, in-
ternships and practica can be misleading. Students register for them and earn credits as
if they were courses, but there is often little, if any, time devoted to the usual academic
activities. Students work independently on projects in the field, with varying amounts
of supervision from the instructor and the staff of the sponsoring repository, but often
with very little contact with one another. If the class occasionally meets as a whole, it
may more likely be devoted to progress reports than to common readings or discussion
of larger issues. These internships look like courses to the registrar's office and on a
student's transcript, but they are not what I have elsewhere called "real" courses, con-
sisting of such elements as extensive reading and discussion, student research papers,
and even examinations. 7

The current offerings show a modest improvement in the treatment of important
archival functions and issues, but this development only underlines how far we still
have to go (see Figure 1). The two specialized areas Ericson identified remain strong,
with 23 courses in records management and 26 in preservation. Courses in archives
and library history are more numerous than one might expect-there are 12 of these
but courses devoted to the core areas of archival work are scandalously few in number.
There are only three courses in our university-based archival education programs de-
voted to appraisal, two on any consideration of legal issues in archives, two on ar-
rangement and description, and one on reference. Attention to automation and the
special problems of electronic records-surely among the most important contempo-
rary challenges for the profession-has improved since Ericson examined the curricu-
lum: where he found six courses (five in the U.S.), there are now 11. Other related
topics are also represented: six courses in the care of rare books and special collec-
tions, 12 in the management of photographic and audiovisual collections, and three in
micrographics. I could not identify a single course devoted to outreach and public
programming in archives.

What Ericson called "education that might benefit an archivist" remains entirely too
large a part of what is still passing for archival education. Both the number of such
courses (88) and the percentage of them (31.5) in the current directory are actually
higher than he found in the earlier edition, and the same breadth is evident: ten courses
in vaguely defined public history, 12 in historical editing, 11 in museum management,
and seven each in oral history and historic preservation, with the remainder scattered
in such areas as general research methods and various kinds of local and family his-
tory. As Ericson said, there is nothing inherently wrong with courses on any of these
topics. Such courses may even be rigorous, both intellectually and otherwise, and stu-
dents may learn useful things in them. Even so, these topics are surely less central to
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the archival enterprise than such fundamental matters as appraisal, arrangement, de-
scription, or reference. The real problem is that these extraneous courses constitute
close to one-third (up from the one quarter that Ericson found) of all those listed in the
directory. When nearly one out of three of our archives classes is not really about
archives, something is amiss. It is as if one-third of the courses needed for a master's
degree in history were about sociology or political science or biology.

This rough snapshot of the current state of the archival curriculum indicates how
little progress we have actually made. That our 37 multi-course programs have only 11
semester-length courses in automation or electronic records indicates that two-thirds
of the archival education programs in the country apparently believe that this is an area
undeserving of the detailed attention that a term-length graduate course could provide.
Who would care to defend that proposition publicly? There is a larger problem in this
particular area, of course. Many archival educators had their own training and profes-
sional experience before the application of modem computer technologies to the record-
keeping processes and to archival activity. Thus, there is a serious need for continuing
education for the educators themselves. The paucity of courses on other archival is-
sues, however, seems to indicate either a lack of imagination or-and this is a more
troubling possibility-a lack of confidence that there is legitimate intellectual sub-
stance to what we teach. Given the very lively discussion in the professional literature
in the last two decades on the subject of appraisal, for instance, resulting in several new
models for approaching this important task, why do we still have only three courses
devoted to the subject?8 Do educators secretly agree with some of their professional
colleagues that all this theorizing about new approaches to appraisal is fine, but that
the intellectual framework set forth in Schellenberg is still the only "real thing"? That
we have but two courses devoted to arrangement and description suggests that we still
think of these as subjects best learned on the job, in the field, and that there is little
about them that can be taught in a classroom setting. Thus, the apprenticeship model
endures. That we have but a single course devoted to reference suggests that we still
believe reference to be something that just happens: archivists process the papers and
people come in to use them-what is there to talk about? Do we really think that telling
students about the preservation of old buildings (seven courses) is that much more
important than analyzing the problems of adequate archival reference and access (one
course)? That we have no courses at all in archival outreach helps explain why such
efforts remain underdeveloped and why the public at large does not appreciate the
value of archives.

The central problem in this very uneven development of the archival curriculum lies
in what the economists call opportunity cost: while you are expending time and re-
sources on one thing, what other thing(s) are you not doing? While we are filling up
our curriculum with "education that might benefit an archivist," we are crowding out
some of the fundamental components of real archival education, and thus the opportu-
nity cost is high. While we are focusing attention on documentary editing (12 courses),
we are largely ignoring more central subjects like appraisal (three courses). It may be
that much of this tangential course work is taught by adjunct rather than by full-time
faculty, professionals who have expertise in particular fields and who are drawn on to
fill out the course offerings of a given school's overall program. On its face, there is
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nothing wrong with continuing to make use of adjuncts, but there are opportunity costs
here too. How have we come to decide that someone with museum management expe-
rience is a better use of an adjunct position than someone with expertise in legal prob-
lems for archivists or successful public programming? We seem to have been sacrific-
ing depth for breadth in our course offerings, and the development of our curriculum
will continue to be impeded as long as that is the case. High on the agenda for archival
educators must surely be the expansion of specialized and advanced level course offer-
ings in the central areas of archival work.

What Happens in the Classroom?
Turning from what might be thought of as a macro-level assessment of the current

state of the archival curriculum to a micro-level examination, there is a similar mix of
good news and bad news. We can learn something from the list of courses in the SAA
education directory, but how can we get at what is actually going on in the classroom?
What readings are assigned, for example, and what sorts of discussions and exercises
are conducted? What written work is demanded of archives students, and how is that
work evaluated? In an effort to assemble some data on this, I contacted each of the
programs listed in the directory, asking for copies of course syllabi, reading lists, and
other materials, specifically for what the program's director considered to be the basic
introductory archives course which all beginning students take. Of the 37 programs in
the United States I received responses from 18.1 Analyzing and comparing course
outlines is a very imprecise business: virtually every syllabus I examined was laid out
differently from every other, and there is great variety. The shortest was a single page;
the longest 28 pages. In some cases, the required textbooks (if any) were clearly iden-
tified, in others not. Sometimes a detailed class schedule was presented, sometimes
only a simple list of topics to be covered over the duration of the term. Moreover,
reading these course materials apart from the extended oral explanations which usu-
ally accompany their distribution in class can be misleading. Thus, I acknowledge at
the outset that the following picture of the current state of archives teaching is very
rough and may be flawed, perhaps even seriously so. Still, a picture, however impres-
sionistic, of where we stand in several pedagogical areas emerges from the syllabi.

First, as to assigned reading, there is some agreement, little uniformity, and hardly a
demanding quantity. For required texts, 12 of the courses rely on one or more volumes
of the SAA's Archival Fundamentals Series as the books which all students are expected
to buy and use. Of these, the most common grouping seems to be three volumes in
particular: Gerald Ham on appraisal, Fredric Miller on arrangement and description,
and my own introductory text. The volumes in this series by Mary Jo Pugh on reference
and by Mary Lynn Ritzenthaler on preservation are assigned less frequently; the Thomas
Wilsted and William Nolte volume on the management of archival institutions is
recommended in several courses but not assigned-it may perhaps get more use in
advanced courses-and the archival glossary of Lewis and Lynn Bellardo does not
seem to be required anywhere.10 I was unable to identify any course in which students
are expected to buy all seven volumes in the series, probably a concession to the cost
(more than $100) students would incur by buying them all at once. One might conclude
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from this that the hope of the SAA in publishing this series-that collectively these
books would indeed present the archival "fundamentals" to beginning students-has
been partially, but only partially, achieved. Four courses rely on the second edition of
Keeping Archives, published by the Australian Society of Archivists, and three rely
primarily on the Modern Archives Reader, a compilation of important journal articles
from the last half century. 1' This latter volume may be handy, giving students ready
access to many of the classics of our literature (Oliver Wendell Holmes on arrangement,
for example) and to a variety of later archival "voices." It was published in 1984,
however, and its age thus means that it leaves out a good deal of the more lively, and
perhaps more relevant, recent professional discussion. Its suitability as the primary or
only text in an introductory course is thus questionable.

Trying to measure the total amount of reading-both in required texts and from
other sources-expected of students throughout the duration of the introductory course
proved very difficult indeed, but where it seemed feasible I tried to calculate the num-
ber of pages assigned.12 Allowing for that imprecision, the amount of work we demand
of archives students is, on the whole, unimpressive: for graduate level courses, many
of our offerings seem to be "guts." One course demanded only about 125 pages of
reading over the entire semester, apart from successive chapters in Keeping Archives;
another required only 250 pages, virtually all of it from the assigned Modern Archives
Reader. Few courses demand more than 1,000 pages of reading. Spread over a semes-
ter, this is simply not a very heavy workload. Expectations differ from school to school,
of course, but these numbers are certainly low for graduate-level courses. Many his-
tory department faculty members, for example, would probably say that master's level
students are expected to read the equivalent of at least one 300-400 page monograph
each week throughout a 13-week semester: that adds up to something in the neighbor-
hood of 4,000 pages of reading for the course as a whole. Most of our archival courses
are not even close to that level.

What explains this failure to draw extensively on the literature in teaching? At best,
it is an unfortunate expression of the profession's ambivalence toward its literature; at
worst, it is evidence of a deep anti-intellectualism. To be sure, much archival literature
lacks what might be called significant literary merit, and it has become almost de rigueur
for many to disparage what appears in professional journals. Archival educators should
be more resistant than their colleagues to this cynicism, but they may not be. That
archival educators themselves have been poor contributors to the literature is surely a
related phenomenon. What seems to be at work is a persistent unspoken belief that
professional reading does not connect to the real work of archives. Few archival edu-
cators, one hopes, would join the waspish denunciations of archival theory and writing
as impractical over-intellectualizing, an attitude that is expressed too often. In practice,
educators must do more to counter those charges, both by instilling different attitudes
and mental habits in their students and by working to improve the literature with their
own contributions.

Another generalization that emerges from studying the course syllabi concerns the
way in which class time is spent. This varies greatly from place to place, but we still
have many bad instructional habits. In particular, in some courses there are entirely too
many class meetings given over either to site visits or to guest lecturers. Archivists
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have, in my view, always taken an inordinate interest in touring other archives, and that
unproductive activity plays itself out in the archival classroom. In one course, nine of
the 14 class sessions in the semester were held in repositories in the surrounding area,
and there were ten guest lecturers. In another case, there were seven site visits and nine
guest stars. In such arrangements, the principal instructor is reduced largely to the role
of master of ceremonies. Some courses demand that students visit a local archives on
their own, apart from a regular class meeting, and write a report about it, but only a few
archival educators Oust four of the 18 responding) have been brave enough to schedule
no site visits and no visitors in their introductory level courses. Whatever might be said
for the value of exposing students to a variety of archives and archivists, the "here-
comes-everybody" impulse has obviously gotten out of hand. We should learn from
the practice of other professions, and touring should become a decreasingly common
feature of archival education. Library science classes do not generally include visits to
libraries in lieu of regular class meetings, and accounting students do not take field
trips to the local bank. Here again, we need to be sensitive to the opportunity costs:
while we are having our students walk through one more storage or research room,
while they are listening to one more archivist tell them how to "do it good," what are
those students not getting of the intellectual substance of our discipline?

By contrast with the persistence of touring, a more positive development in intro-
ductory archives classes is the decreasing use of the hands-on practical project. Only
four of the 18 courses I examined demand that students process a small archival collec-
tion and produce a rudimentary finding aid or processing report for it. Of the courses
still requiring such a project, all identify it as intended to occupy something between
40 and 50 hours of a student's time throughout the term, and its successful completion
is a significant factor in determining the grade. One could certainly argue that process-
ing experience remains an important component of archival education because archi-
val employers are looking for it-or at least we think they are. The real problem with
this kind of assignment, however, is less the time it occupies than the emphasis it puts
on processing as the only real, or perhaps the most real, archival activity. This has long
been an unspoken assumption of many archivists and, as commentators such as Elsie
Freeman Finch have observed, it has disposed us to look on other archival tasks such
as outreach as extraneous niceties to which we can turn only when our true mission of
shuffling the papers is done. Continuing to emphasize processing is an unfortunate
result of what I have called the "workshop mentality" in archival education, and our
curriculum makes progress insofar as it moves away from that outlook and the empha-
ses associated with it. 3 Librarians no longer believe (if they ever did) that the most
important thing a student could learn in library school was how to catalog a book. The
archival profession would make similar progress if the processing project were to evolve
away entirely in our introductory courses.

Class assignments and student written work are all over the lot in introductory ar-
chives courses. There does seem to be some effort to keep students working between
class meetings, even if they are not spending much time reading. Most-though by no
means all of the courses seem to have at least one midterm examination and one final
exam. There are variants on this pattern: some substitute shorter quizzes for one or
another of the larger exams and, in the majority of cases, the final is a take-home,
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essay-type exam. This is certainly suitable in graduate-level courses. Only one of the
courses whose syllabi I examined gives a test (in this case, a midterm) which is in part
consciously modeled on the certification exam administered by the Academy of Certi-
fied Archivists. This suggests a disjunction between graduate archival education and
the requirements for individual certification, a gap that may not be altogether bad:
most graduates of archival education programs have shown what I take to be a com-
mendable lack of interest in certification. In looking at course requirements, I did not
ask archival educators for any information about the grades their students receive, but
this would be a useful area of future research. Has grade inflation hit archives courses
to the same extent that it has infected other parts of the academy? How many begin-
ning archives students actually flunk out and find some other career?

Other required written work in our introductory courses shows some imagination on
the part of faculty members. Traditional research papers are common, though by no
means universal. Most often, these papers consist of literature review and analysis, in
which students are asked to survey and assess the state of the professional conversa-
tion on a given archival topic or problem. Research papers are of course entirely suit-
able in graduate-level courses, and we may be allowed to hope that papers of this kind
will instill in the next professional generation a keener interest in the literature than has
been generally displayed by their elders. We also find other thoughtful and interesting
assignments. Examples include a book review on a volume from popular fiction or
nonfiction in which archives or archival records play a significant role, a draft grant
proposal for an archival project of some kind, a report on recent discussions on an
archives listserv, and a budgeting exercise. Several assignments are particularly note-
worthy: a reference exercise in which students had to answer about a dozen specific
questions one might encounter on an archival reference desk; a project in which stu-
dents pose as researchers and then analyze the reference encounter they have with an
archival staff; a short project in which, rather than processing a collection and produc-
ing a finding aid, the students prepare a small (three-case) exhibit. One program asks
its students to attend and analyze an event connected with New York State's annual
observance of Archives Week. This last is good in that it may help accustom them to
the idea that outreach and public programming are as important to archivists as pro-
cessing, but it is not so good in that this seemed to be the only written assignment
outside of class which the students in that particular course had to complete. In but a
single instance did an introductory course expressly demand that students navigate the
Internet or the World Wide Web, and I could find only three courses in which students
performed rudimentary exercises in the MARC AMC format.

How should we assess these introductory courses across the board? More impor-
tantly, what can we do to improve the teaching of these courses and the archival cur-
riculum as a whole? As in so many other disciplines, course work in archives is often
slow to change and, left to itself, generally follows traditional paths. The caricature in
which, at the beginning of each term, professors simply pull out the yellowing notes
from the last time they taught the class is, one hopes, too sharply drawn, but unfortu-
nately, our university system does not generally reward the extensive reworking of
courses. Reading lists get updated from time to time, but rethinking the basic approach
to a course is more rare. We teach our classes a certain way because that is how we
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have always done it. Reconceptualizing or reimagining a course is harder work, and it
usually gets a lower priority.

Wanted: An Intellectual Revival
The first step in making it a higher priority is a conscious acceptance on the part of

educators that there is legitimate intellectual content to our discipline. The significant
underdevelopment of the archival curriculum and the traditional ways in which we
approach particular courses are, I believe, evidence for an enduring ambivalence, even
on the part of archival educators, on this point. If appraisal is simply an art that one
learns with practice or worse, a vague intuition that one acquires unconsciously for
identifying the "good stuff!--we do not need a distinct course devoted to it. Students
can learn whatever it is possible to learn, apart from practice, during a class meeting or
two. If arrangement and description are purely practical and technical skills, learned
only on the job, there is little useful to be said about them in the classroom. If reference
is something that just happens, there is nothing to talk about for three hours every week
for the entire length of an academic term. Moreover, if all these archival tasks are
learned predominantly through personal experience, there is little value in asking stu-
dents to read about them or about much of anything else. If, however, these archival
activities have a theoretical basis that transcends individual cases, if there is an under-
lying philosophy to acquiring and organizing collections of information and making
them available, and if it is important that practitioners understand those foundations
before they begin their work, then it is the responsibility of archival educators to con-
vey that larger context in the classes they teach and in how they teach them.

A focus on the intellectual substance of archives work means, of course, that educators
must first convince themselves that there really is new archival knowledge to be
articulated. In most other disciplines, teachers strike a balance between conveying
received, accepted knowledge and generating new knowledge. In the terminology of
the late Thomas Kuhn, scholar-educators pass on the "normal science" of the textbook
even as they work, in their own research, on the anomalies and frontiers of their
discipline, work that will eventually result in shifts of intellectual paradigms.' 4 Archival
educators have had too static a conception of archives, one that has focused too much
on conveying the normal science and not enough on the new research. If archival
education has indeed been burdened with a "workshop mentality," so have we also
been saddled with a "textbook mentality." We have thought that whatever there is to
say about archives must be said as a textbook would say it: summary, consensual,
generally devoid of nuance, disagreement, and the radical new idea. To translate this
into Frank Burke's religious imagery of theologians and parish priests, too many
archivists seem to be fundamentalists. Too many believe that everything which can be
said about archives has already been said, either in the Old Testament (Jenkinson) or in
the New (Schellenberg). The definitive archival revelation has already occurred; our
task is simply to rediscover how true those truths are. Archival educators, however,
must be the ones who recognize, as John Henry Newman reminded theologians, that
doctrine develops, that each generation comes progressively to a new understanding of
the tasks to be done and why they are important. Thus, educators have a responsibility
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to explore new approaches to archival truths, both with their students in the classroom
and in their own research and writing. Teaching and research are intimately connected;
that both of these are poorly developed in the archives profession is hardly an accident.

Fine, but how do we get from here to there? How do we work on this intellectual
revival of archives and a concurrent rethinking of the curriculum? If we are to
reconceptualize our curriculum, educators should initiate serious discussions among
themselves and with the rest of the profession about what our basic courses should
look like, what teaching methods and assignments are appropriate, and what we want
to convey. What should be the logical progression of other courses, beyond the basics?
What can those few who teach specialized courses in appraisal or reference tell their
colleagues about such courses? What intellectual territory should we be covering?
What readings should be assigned, with what balance of professional classics and newer
approaches? What kinds of out-of-class assignments ought to be given, in what sort of
balance across the spectrum of archival activity? What methods of assessing student
performance ought there to be? If we share that knowledge with one another and are
prepared to approach our teaching differently on the basis of others' experiences, the
archival curriculum will truly begin to move forward.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: James M. O'Toole is associate professor of history at the
University of Massachusetts-Boston, where he directs the M.A. program in history and
archival methods. An earlier version of this paper was presented at a conference of
archival educators in San Diego in 1996.
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Figure 1: Archival Course Offerings
(Source: SAA Education Directory, 1997-1998)

Total: 279 individual courses in 37 programs

Core archives subjects
Introduction to archives: 38
Internship/practicum: 34
Advanced seminar: 12

Specific archival functions/activities
Preservation: 26
Records management: 23
Archives or library history: 12
Electronic records/automation: 11
Management: 6
Appraisal: 3
Arrangement and description: 2
Law: 2
Reference: 1

Special formats
Photographs and audiovisual collections: 12
Rare books and special collections: 6
Micrographics: 3

"Education that might benefit an archivist"
Historical editing: 12
Public history: 10
Museum management: 11
Oral history: 7
Historic preservation: 7
General research methods: 5
Various kinds of family and local history: 3
Miscellaneous other: 33 (15 of these are independent studies; 6 are

library cataloging)
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NOTES

1. James M. O'Toole, "Curriculum Development in Archival Education: A Proposal," American Archi-
vist 53 (Summer 1990), 460-66. For a sense of how these issues were discussed in the 1970s, see
Frank B. Evans, "Postappointment Archival Training: A Proposed Solution for a Basic
Problem,"American Archivist 40 (January 1977), 57-74, and Trudy H. Peterson et al., "Professional
Archival Training," American Archivist 40 (July 1977), 315-20. The archival education program in
which I now teach exemplifies the practical outlook of that period: when an archives track in the
history M.A. at the University of Massachusetts-Boston was established in 1977, it was called a degree
in "history and archival methods." The emphasis on "methods" highlights the practical approach to
archival education.

2. Frank G. Burke, "The Future Course of Archival Theory in the United States," American Archivist 44
(Winter 1981), 40-46; see also Paul Conway, "Archival Education and the Need for Full-Time Fac-
ulty," American Archivist 51 (Summer 1988), 254-65, and Terry Eastwood, "Nurturing Archival Edu-
cation in the University," American Archivist 51 (Summer 1988), 228 53. The first effort at specifying
curriculum content is in "Guidelines for a Graduate Minor or Concentration in Archival Education,"
American Archivist 41 (Winter 1978), 105-106.

3. "Guidelines for Graduate Archival Education Programs," American Archivist 51 (Summer 1988), 380-
89; "Guidelines for the Development of a Curriculum for a Master ofArchival Studies Degree,"Directory
of Archival Education in the United States and Canada, 1997-1998 (Chicago: Society of American
Archivists, 1997), 3 7. Some version of an education directory has been published by SAA since
1978. On the certification program for individual archivists, see "Report of the Interim Board for
Certification," SAA Newsletter (January 1988), 10-15, and William J. Maher, "Contexts for Under-
standing Professional Certification: Opening Pandora's Box?" American Archivist 51 (Fall 1988),
408-27.

4. I have tabulated the essays in the research articles, case studies, and perspectives sections of American
Archivist for the years 1990 1996 in compiling this data. I excluded from this count two issues of the
journal (Winter 1992 and Fall 1996), both of which were devoted largely to articles by archivists from
outside the United States. Of the 17 articles by educators, one was Frank Burke's SAA presidential
address, "Letting Sleeping Dogmas Lie," American Archivist 55 (Fall 1992), 530 37. For the imagery
of archival parish priests and theologians, see Burke, "Future Course," American Archivist 44 (Winter
1981), 40-46.

5. Timothy L. Ericson, "Professional Associations and Archival Education: A Different Role, or a Dif-
ferent Theater?," American Archivist 51 (Summer 1990), 298-311.

6. Directory of Archival Education in the United States and Canada, 1997-1998 (Chicago: Society of
American Archivists, 1997). Because of the very different pattern of development of archival educa-
tion in Canada, which centered early on a distinct master's degree in archival science, I have excluded
those programs from the present analysis. This is by no means to say that Canadian developments are
irrelevant to the U.S. experience. In fact, many people argue that archival education in this country
would have been better served had it followed the Canadian model. However that may be, I have left
Canada out of consideration here.

7. On my understanding of a "real" archives course, see O'Toole, "Curriculum Development," American
Archivist 53 (Summer 1990), 463-64. Even less "real" perhaps are the 15 independent study courses
listed in the current SAA directory.

8. The recent literature on appraisal is encouragingly large. For a useful summary of some of it, see F.
Gerald Ham, Selecting and Appraising Archives and Manuscripts (Chicago: Society of American Ar-
chivists, 1993), ch. 1. See also Terry Cook, "Mind Over Matter: Towards a New Theory of Archival
Appraisal," in The Archival Imagination: Essays in Honour of Hugh A. Taylor, edited by Barbara L.
Craig (Ottawa: Association of Canadian Archivists, 1992), 38 70.

9. I am grateful to those colleagues who took the time to send me their course materials, in many in-
stances together with thoughtful letters analyzing their programs. Both the responses and the non-
responses were interesting. Some very well-established programs did not respond at all. One person
listed in the SAA directory as the faculty member to contact at his institution expressed surprise on
learning that he was so designated, telling me that he really knew nothing about the current state of
archival education there and that he had not taught in its archival program for several years. Through-
out this analysis, I will not identify specific programs or syllabi by name.
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10. The following titles, all part of the Archival Fundamentals Series, were published by the Society of
American Archivists: F. Gerald Ham, Appraising and Acquiring Archives and Manuscripts (1993);
Fredric Miller, Arranging and Describing Archives and Manuscripts (1990); James M. O'Toole, Un-
derstanding Archives and Manuscripts (1990); Mary Jo Pugh, Providing Reference Services for Ar-
chives and Manuscripts (1992); Mary Lynn Ritzenthaler, PreservingArchives and Manuscripts (1993);
Thomas Wilsted and William Nolte, Managing Archival and Manuscript Repositories (1991); and
Lewis and Lynn Bellardo, A Glossaryfor Archivists, Manuscript Curators, Records Managers (1992).

11. Judith Ellis, ed., Keeping Archives, 2nd ed. (Port Melbourne: Australian Society of Archivists, 1993);
Maygene F. Daniels and Timothy Walch, eds., Modern Archives Reader: Basic Readings on Archival
Theory and Practice (Washington, D.C.: NationalArchives and Records Service, 1984). Rand Jimerson
of Western Washington University is preparing a companion volume to this reader, collecting some of
the more recent essays from the professional literature.

12. Given the wide variation with which assigned readings are described on the syllabi, I tried to add up
the pages as best I could. I excluded from my totals all readings that were clearly identified as "recom-
mended," "suggested," or "scan." These designations appear with surprising frequency, almost as if
the teachers in question were reluctant to assign too much reading. My assumption is that students are
unlikely to read materials identified in this way as fully (or, indeed, at all) as those identified as "re-
quired."

13. Elsie Freeman Finch, Advocating Archives: An Introduction to Public Relations for Archivists
(Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press for the Society of American Archivists, 1994). My critique of the
"workshop mentality" is in O'Toole, "Curriculum Development," American Archivist 53 (Summer
1990), 460 66.

14. It seems barely necessary these days to cite Thomas Kuhn's landmark, The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962). For an interesting extrapolation of these
ideas to disciplines other than Kuhn's own history of science, see David A. Hollinger, "T. S. Kuhn's
Theory of Science and Its Implications for History," in David A. Hollinger, In the American Province:
Studies in the History and Historiography of [deas (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1985),
105-29.
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